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2.1 Basic Principles Of Digital Pre-distortion
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Fig.1The principle diagram of pre-distortion system
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2.3 Indirect Learning Structures
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3 System Simulation and Verification
3.1 Power Amplifier Model
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AM/AM characteristic of PA
AM/AM characteristic of DPD
AM/AM characteristic of ideal PA
Fig.3 AM /AM Characteristic curve
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PM/PM characteristic of PA
PM/PM characteristic of DPD
PM/PM characteristic of ideal PA
Fig.4 PM/PM Characteristic curve
3.2 Critical Performance Analysis
























The PSD of DPD with order 1
The PSD of DPD with order 3
The PSD of DPD with order 5
The PSD of DPD with order 7
The PSD of the input signal
Fig.  The comparison of the PSD with di erent order polynomials
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The ouput PSD with DPD
The ouput PSD without DPD
The PSD of the input signal
Fig.6 The comparison of PSD

















       

















Fig.8 The constellation from the power 
amplifier with digital pre-distorter
Fig.7 The constellation from the power 
amplifier without digital predistorter 
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